MORMUGAO PORT TRUST
ENGINEERING MECHANICAL DEPARTMENT
CME/XEN (E-HL)/M-22/17/581
10.01.2017

ADDENDUM II

SUB: AMMENDMENTS TO THE TENDER FOR "SUPPLY, INSTALLATION, TESTING & COMMISSIONING OF IP BASED HD CCTV SURVEILLANCE SYSTEM COMPLETE WITH ALL ACCESSORIES WITH THREE YEARS COMPREHENSIVE AMC AFTER EXPIRY OF TWO YEARS GUARANTEE PERIOD AT MORMUGAO PORT TRUST"

TENDER NO: CME/XEN(E-HL)/M-22/16/1

1. Bidders are informed to kindly use Price Schedule, Section V which is amended and named as "SchTN001.xls" for submitting their Price Bid.

2. Serial Number 06 of PART A in Price Schedule, file named as "SchTN001.xls" is as below
(Supply, installation, testing and commissioning of Network Video Recorder 32 CH as per Technical Specifications in Annexure-II.)

3. Point Number 07 of PART A in Price Schedule file named as "SchTN001.xls" is as below
(Supply, installation, testing and commissioning of Network Video Recorder 16 CH as per Technical Specifications in section-II.)

The date for submission of the Tender and opening of Cover- I is 20/01/2017 at 1030Hrs.

CHIEF MECHANICAL ENGINEER